
Topic-level comments

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

This topic presumes too much background knowledge. A
more fundamental description such as the following
might work better:

DITA keys provide an indirect-addressing alternative for
link references.

Indirect addressing through keys makes it possible to
decouple link references from the files or resources to
which they point. Under this scheme, a link refers to a
key rather than to a specific file or resource. A
corresponding key definition in a DITA map completes
the reference by binding that key name to a particular file
or resource. This means that different maps can define an
identical key name so that it binds to a different file or
resource. Indirect addressing can be used wherever direct
addressing (@href or @conref) is allowed. Specifically,
@keyref can be used in place of @href, and @conkeyref
can be used in place of @conref.

rthomas updated comment
30/4/2015
21:27:09

I agree that the current wording is not ideal. (I suspect
that it is largely what we shipped for 1.2.) But the
language that you suggest focuses on link references
and binding. We also need to accommodate variable
text strings and -- God help us -- controlled values and
taxonomic subjects.

keberlein updated comment
1/5/2015
11:26:53

Changing the disposition to "Closed," since we have
decided to remove the entire paragraph and recast
the short description.

keberlein updated comment
7/5/2015
22:10:48

I really, truly hate to raise this issue, but does any of the
content in this topic cluster cover the ways that keys and

keberlein updated comment
1/5/2015
11:29:36
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key references are used with subjectScheme?

No. No it does not. I'd be in favor of something simple
stating that subjectScheme's use of keys for controlled
values is a bit different and is covered [here].

cnitchie updated comment
1/5/2015
14:46:31

Robert and I agree. Added to draft comment in
topic.

keberlein updated comment
4/5/2015
19:01:29

Comment from editors: Consider adding a
non-normative note that underscores the fact that the
audience for the spec is implementors, that is, people
building DITA processors, etc. Emphasis that the
material in this topic cluster is especially oriented
towards that audience, and might be difficult for others
to grasp.

Added to topic as a draft comment.

keberlein updated comment
6/5/2015
18:46:01

I like Bob's re-formulation o f the intro, but don't think
it's quite sufficient; I thinkit would be g ood as a lead-in
to some of the more technical language, just so that
readers understand the more technical language, which is
used throughout the keys content.

nharrison updated comment
5/5/2015
12:30:24

We're currently looking to shorten this content, not
lengthen it. The first topic in this section, "Core
concepts", lays out all the technical terminology that is
used in the following sections; we can't move that to
this topic, which is really just a container for the real
content.

randerson updated comment
7/5/2015
21:41:56

The thing I got from this is that Indirect Key addressing
is for things with references. What about the other time
when I have an empty element <ph
keyref="companyName"/> and I want the text filled in.
So it is NOT just an href thing, and in fact because this
can override, it can nullify an href. So, this topic seems
too specific for being the beginning of indirect key
addressing. Unless we want to list the use cases... which
still seems too specific.

dhelfinstine updated comment
1/5/2015
16:38:56
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As Eliot mentioned in his comment - any use of a key
is a reference, even if the end result is just to pull in a
phrase or keyword with no link. It's a reference to that
content. Not sure how to clarify that here without
adding a lot more content, which will get too specific /
too informative for this container topic.

randerson updated comment
7/5/2015
21:43:22

David's comment is part of the problem of overloading
the link-text-providing feature of keys to be "variables."
The way I resolved that was to define a key reference as
referring to zero, one, or two resources, where one of the
resources can be a subelement of the keydef itself. But
this is really wrong. Really a key reference is a link to a
possibly-null resource where the link text can be
provided by the key definition. In the case where the
resource is null (no @href or @keyref on the topicref)
then the link is to a non-existent resource and all you get
in the output is the link text, but no link (because there's
nothing to link to). But we have established in the
language of 1.2 and in the community that the the "null
resource" case is a "variable" and that's how people think
abou it, wrongly or not.

But fundamentally a key reference is always that: a
reference.

ekimber updated comment
5/5/2015
02:12:01

Paragraph-level comments

Indirect key-based addressing

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Indirect addressing using keys or Using keys for
indirect addressing (small point)

jtivy updated comment
5/5/2015
03:27:07

The title is designed to be parallel with the title
for the "Direct addressing" topic cluster.

keberlein updated comment
7/5/2015
11:03:39

DITA allows references to be made indirectly by referencing a name for a link target, instead of referencing
the location of that target. This name is called a key. The DITA key reference mechanism provides a layer of
abstraction so that resource locations can be defined at the DITA map level instead of locally in each topic.
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Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

The DITA key mechanism allows references to be made
indirectly to a resource or to a fragment of XML. A key
definition defines a name:value pair where the name is the
key and the value is a resource address or XML fragment.

This DITA key mechanism enables key values, whether
addresses or fragments, to be defined at the DITA map
level instead of directly in each topic. Topics, in turn, use a
key reference to reference key values instead of containing
the direct values of those keys in the topic.Â  This enables
substituting the effective key values in one or more topics
by changing the key definitions in the map.

jtivy updated change
5/5/2015
04:19:56

I have proposed a different opening paragraph.Â  One
problem I see is this text leaves behind the topicmeta
xml fragment style of keydef.Â  These xml fragments
are not what we refer to as resources.Â  That is a natural
interpretation of the term resource unless you argue that
a keyname is a URI which will confuse the reader and
the spec

jtivy updated comment
5/5/2015
04:22:22

Jim, what you are calling XML fragments ARE
resources as we define them. The latest definition of
resource is as follows:

For the purpose of keys and resolution, one of the
following:

* An object addressed by a URI

* Metadata specififed as an attribute, such as @scope
or format

* Text or metadata located within a <topicmeta>
element

keberlein updated comment
7/5/2015
21:48:18

I don't think this is correct or what we want to do. It's
adding new terminology (XML fragment) that is not
used or defined elsewhere, and it's explicitly changing
the meaning of terms that we have used very carefully
(key definition). I don't think we want to define any
terms here (or change any terms) - this should be an
extremely high level short description, which leaves

randerson updated comment
7/5/2015
21:48:40
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definitions for the child topics.

DITA allows references to be made indirectly by referencing a name for a link target, instead of referencing
the location of that target. This name is called a key. The DITA key reference mechanism provides a layer of
abstraction so that resource locations can be defined at the DITA map level instead of locally in each topic.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

DITA allows references to be made indirectly by
referencing referring to a name for a link target, instead of
referencing referring to the location of that target. This
name is called a key. The DITA key reference mechanism
provides a layer of abstraction indirection so that resource
locations can be defined at the DITA map level instead of
locally in each topic.

WEK:Â  There is no abstraction here, per se (beyond the
abstraction inherent in XML itself).

ekimber updated change
5/5/2015
02:05:40

Change "abstraction" to indirection. Don't change
"reference" to "refer".

keberlein updated comment
7/5/2015
11:01:38

When using DITA topics in the context of different maps, it is often necessary to have relationships resolve to
different resources. For example, a content reference to a <keyword> element that contains a product name
might need to resolve to a different <keyword> element when used in a different product-specific map. The
DITA key reference mechanism provides an indirect addressing mechanism that separates references
(topicrefs, conrefs, cross references, etc.) from the direct address of the target. (A direct address is the address
specified on the element that defines the key, for example, through the @href attribute.) Linking elements can
refer to key names; the key names then are bound to specific resources by maps. Different maps can bind the
same key names to different resources. The binding of key names to resources is determined at processing
time based on the current set of key definitions for the map context rather than from a static binding that is
created when a topic or map is authored.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

A breif, two-line example of the difference between direct
and indirect addressing would help.

sdoherty updated comment
5/5/2015
10:12:36

Added to draft comment in topic. keberlein updated comment
7/5/2015
21:59:09
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While generally hesitant to put examples into container
topics, I kind of like this idea. The existing paragraph
(which we intend to remove) sort of gave the example,
but poorly. We might be able to change it to a shorter,
simpler "Here is your link with direct addressing: X.
Here is your link with indirection: Y. With Y, your map
can go crazy." Reworded slightly, of course.

randerson updated comment
7/5/2015
21:59:57

When using DITA topics in the context of different maps, it is often necessary to have relationships resolve to
different resources. For example, a content reference to a <keyword> element that contains a product name
might need to resolve to a different <keyword> element when used in a different product-specific map. The
DITA key reference mechanism provides an indirect addressing mechanism that separates references
(topicrefs, conrefs, cross references, etc.) from the direct address of the target. (A direct address is the address
specified on the element that defines the key, for example, through the @href attribute.) Linking elements can
refer to key names; the key names then are bound to specific resources by maps. Different maps can bind the
same key names to different resources. The binding of key names to resources is determined at processing
time based on the current set of key definitions for the map context rather than from a static binding that is
created when a topic or map is authored.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

When using DITA topics in the context of different maps, it
is often necessary to have relationships resolve to different
resources. For example, a content reference to a <keyword>
element that contains a product name might need to resolve
to a different <keyword> element when used in a different
product-specific map. The DITA key reference mechanism
provides an indirect addressing mechanism that separates
references (topicrefs, conrefs, cross references, etc.) from
the direct URI (URL or URN)Â address of the target. ( For
a key definition,Â  A a direct address is the address
specified on the element that defines the k ey, for example,
through the @href attribute.) Linking elements can refer to
key names; the key names then are bound to specific
resources by maps. Different maps can bind the same key
names to different resources. The binding of key names to
resources is determined at processing time based on the
current set of key definitions for the map context rather than
from a static binding that is created when a topic or map is
authored.

ekimber updated change
5/5/2015
02:14:52

Robert and I expect to radically rework this topic,
beginning with removing the paragraph after the

keberlein updated comment
7/5/2015
21:53:39
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shortdesc. Therefore we are marking the disposition of
this comment as "Closed".

This sentence is problematic because indirect references
are not limited to key definitions and key definitions need
to have a direct reference (a given key definition could
simply refer to another key). However, a completely-
accurate version would be a little wordy.Â 

ekimber updated comment
5/5/2015
02:15:22

Paragraph-level comments

The concepts described below are critical for a full understanding of keys and key processing.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

The concepts described below are critical toÂ  for a full
your being able to take advantageÂ  understanding of
keys and key processing.

sdoherty updated change
5/5/2015
10:14:04

Definitions related to keys

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

A brief snip of code or a name would help with these
definitions.Â 

sdoherty updated comment
5/5/2015
10:15:44

We're trying to keep these as short as possible -
non-circular, and preferably one line that is only
definition - with more complete definitions, examples,
and conceptual info to come later. Without this sort of
intro, it is impossble to describe many of the concepts
intelligibly, given that so many of the concepts must
refer to each other.

randerson updated comment
5/5/2015
17:28:59

For the purposes of keys and key resolution, an object addressed by URI, text, metadata, etc.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version
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Is this an object addressed by URI or addressed by text
or addressed by metatdata, OR is it an object (for
example text, metadata, etc.) addressed by URI?

rhamilton updated comment
4/5/2015
20:06:11

Thank you -- good point, and we agree. Not sure yet
how to rework the content.

keberlein updated comment
4/5/2015
20:57:06

Agree rework is needed. In this case it means (an
object addressed by URI) OR text OR metadata OR
etc (not sure how to interpret the etc though)

randerson updated comment
4/5/2015
20:58:08

Rewritten as follows:

For the purposes of keys and key resolution, one of
the following:

An object addressed by URI
Metadata specified on a resource, such as a
@scope or @format attribute
Text or metadata located within a [topicmeta]
element

keberlein updated comment
8/5/2015
09:12:28

For the purposes of keys and key resolution, an object addressed by URI, text, metadata, etc.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

For the purposes of keys and key resolution, an object
addressed by URI Â  , or subelements of a key-defining
<topicref> elementÂ  text, metadata, etc.

ekimber updated change
5/5/2015
02:16:23

Not just sub-elements, it can also include attributes of
the key-defining element. Marking this as closed -
will handle the rewrite with Dick's earlier comment.

randerson updated comment
5/5/2015
13:32:31

For the purposes of keys and key resolution, an object addressed by URI, text, metadata, etc.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

For the purposes of keys and key resolution, an sdoherty updated change
5/5/2015
10:14:15
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object addressed by URI, text, metadata, etc. .

Will be rewriting this based on Dick's earlier
comment.

randerson new comment
5/5/2015
17:36:00

A <topicref> element or specialization that binds one or more key names to resources.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

A element or specialization that binds one or more key
names to zero or more resources, where at most one of the
resources is addressed by URI and at most one resource is
contained within the key-defining element itself.
resources. Â  See [xref to "Key definitions"].

WEK: This definition is a subset of the topic that follows.
I think it's appropriate to have this definition here but
need to connect it to the larger definition (or move all of
that definition here).

ekimber updated change
5/5/2015
02:17:32

This over complicates the definition. We WILL
incorporate "to zero or more resources".

keberlein updated comment
5/5/2015
17:37:03

A <topicref> element or specialization that binds one or more key names to resources.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

A <topicref> element , or aÂ specialization of
[topicref],Â that binds one or more key names to
resources.

rthomas updated change
1/5/2015
02:34:06

Editors agree keberlein updated comment
4/5/2015
19:03:13

A list of key definitions that are used to resolve key references.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

A list of key definitions as defined by a given root
mapÂ that are used to resolve key references. Â  A

ekimber updated change
5/5/2015
02:19:27
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given root map defines one or more key spaces.

This over complicates the definition. We're going for
a very simple definition that can be kept in mind to
help understand the concepts that follow.

randerson updated comment
5/5/2015
17:40:26

A list of key definitions that are used to resolve key references.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

This list is constructed in memory by editors and
processors. Not a literal list.

sdoherty updated comment
5/5/2015
10:16:43

The definition for a key within a key space that is used to resolve references to that key. A key might have
multiple definitions within a key space, but only one of those definitions is effective.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

The definition for a key within a key space that is used to
resolve references to that key. A key might have multiple
definitions within a key space, but only one of those
definitions is effective Â based on the filtering conditions
in effect when the key reference is resolved or when the
key space is constructed. .

ekimber updated change
5/5/2015
02:20:06

Not necessary -- adds complication keberlein updated comment
5/5/2015
17:41:57

I think this is also over complicating the definition,
introducing a more complex part of resolution that is
covered elsewhere and not necessary for the concepts
that follow.

randerson updated comment
5/5/2015
17:42:10

A map or section of a map that defines its own key space and serves as the resolution context for its key
references.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

"resolution context" could use a definition. sdoherty updated comment
5/5/2015
10:17:20
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I don't think so, but maybe I'm too close to this content
now - finding it very hard to think of how we would
define "key scope" and "resolution context" separately,
without creating circular definitions.

randerson updated comment
5/5/2015
17:44:09

I don't think we can define resolution context
without defining a score of other (and basic)
processing terms. Let's not go there.

keberlein updated comment
5/5/2015
17:45:38

A key definition binds one or more keys to zero or more resources:

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Add - "There are x number of ways to define a key in
your DITA sources."

sdoherty updated comment
5/5/2015
10:18:52

Stan, I think that sort of wording would be
appropriate for a tutorial or commentary, but it does
not belong in the spec. There are infinite ways to
define keys ...

keberlein updated comment
5/5/2015
17:48:38

A key definition binds one or more keys to zero or more resources:

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

A key definition binds one or more keys to zero or
more resources. Resources can be:

tmagliery updated comment
4/5/2015
23:52:50

Any URI-addressed resource that is referenced directly by the @href attribute or indirectly by the @keyref
attribute. References to the key are considered references to the URI-addressed resource .

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Any URI-addressed resource that is referenced directly by
the @href attribute or indirectly by the @keyref attribute
Â of the <topicref> element that defines the key.
References to the key are considered references to the
URI-addressed resource .

ekimber updated change
5/5/2015
02:21:45
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Accepting but might shorten the new text to simply "of
the key definition"?

randerson updated comment
5/5/2015
17:54:13

Any URI-addressed resource that is referenced directly by the @href attribute or indirectly by the @keyref
attribute. References to the key are considered references to the URI-addressed resource .

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

How does this bullet relate to defining keys? sdoherty updated comment
5/5/2015
10:19:26

I don't think this is about the act of defining a key - it
is giving the extended definition of a "key definition",
which is the topicref defining the key. So, each bullet
represents resources that the key definition binds to the
key.

randerson updated comment
5/5/2015
13:41:02

Any URI-addressed resource that is referenced directly by the @href attribute or indirectly by the @keyref
attribute. References to the key are considered references to the URI-addressed resource .

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Anything addressable by a URI. References to the key
are considered references to the URI-addressed resource.
[I'm not sure if I like the word "resource" here, though,
since it's sorta circular.]

tmagliery updated comment
4/5/2015
23:53:47

I don't think the rewrite is technically accurate. Being
pedantic, but - a key definition does not bind a key to
"anything addressible by URI" -- it specifically binds it
to the single resource referenced by href/keyref.

randerson updated comment
5/5/2015
17:51:20

The child elements of any <topicmeta> elements. The content of those elements can be used to populate the
content of elements that reference the definition.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

The child elements of any Â  contained Â <topicmeta>
elements. The content of those elements can be used to
populate the content of elements that reference the

rthomas updated change
1/5/2015
02:35:11
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definition.

What Robert and I want to say here is "If the key
definition directly contains a <topicmeta> element, the
child elements of that <topicmeta> element." If we
can refine this wording, we will.

keberlein updated comment
4/5/2015
19:11:20

The child elements of any <topicmeta> elements. The content of those elements can be used to populate the
content of elements that reference the definition.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

The child elements of any <topicmeta> elements. The
content of those elements can be used to populate the
define the effective content of elements thatÂ  refer to the
key. reference the definition.

ekimber updated change
5/5/2015
02:22:34

should be reference "the key" rather than "the
definition" as pointed out here. Unsure of the rest.
Maybe simplify to something like "The content of those
elements can used as the content of ..." or "can become"
or ... I don't know. "define the effective content" sounds
overly wordy at the moment.

randerson updated comment
5/5/2015
17:57:17

Changed to read "(If the key definition contains a
child topicmeta element) The child elements of the
topicmeta element. The content of those elements can
be used to populate the content of elements that
reference the key."

keberlein updated comment
6/5/2015
16:25:36

If a key definition does not contain a <topicmeta> element and does not refer to a resource by @href or
@keyref, it is nonetheless a valid key definition. References to the key definition are considered resolvable,
but no linking or content population occurs.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Would be good to add an example of why you might
want to do this; the description makes it seem pretty
arcane.

nharrison updated comment
5/5/2015
12:18:17
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Keeping examples out of this topic - we need to
focus on the concepts, and illustrate them (as
needed) in the topics that follow.

randerson new comment
5/5/2015
18:00:08

If a key definition does not contain a <topicmeta> element and does not refer to a resource by @href or
@keyref, it is nonetheless a valid key definition. References to the key definition are considered resolvable,
but no linking or content population occurs.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Is this a well-known usage of the term "content
population"? I don't think I've ever seen that phrase, and I
think i only know what it means because I know what it's
supposed to mean. Would the word "content transclusion"
be any better? Or something else?

tmagliery updated comment
4/5/2015
23:59:25

Change to "content transclusion" keberlein updated comment
5/5/2015
17:59:30

All key definitions and key references exist within a key scope. The @keyscope attribute specifies a name or
names for the scope. Within a map hierarchy, key scopes are bounded by the following:

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

All key definitions and key references exist within a key
scope. The @keyscope attribute specifies a name or
names for the scope. Within a map hierarchy, an
individual key scope is s are bounded by one of the
following:

nharrison updated change
5/5/2015
12:39:13

Kris: I think the suggested wording changes introduce
confusion.

Robert: I think we are trying to clarify that scopes are
introduced by all of these, not just one at a time.

keberlein updated comment
6/5/2015
18:30:19

All key definitions and key references exist within a key scope. The @keyscope attribute specifies a name or
names for the scope. Within a map hierarchy, key scopes are bounded by the following:

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version
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Perhaps a more friendly approach here would be to look
at a "default behavior" for key scopes. If I add NO
specific scoping information, here's how editors and
processors handle scopes. Â 

sdoherty updated comment
5/5/2015
10:20:50

Add the following sentence: "If the @keyscope
attribute is never specified within the map hierarchy,
all keys exist within a single, default key scope."

Modify the content as follows:

"All key definitions and key references exist within a
key scope. If the @keyscope attribute is never
specified within the map hierarchy, all keys exist
within a single, default key scope.

Additional key scopes are created when the
@keyscope attribute is used. The @keyscope attribute
...."

keberlein updated comment
6/5/2015
18:28:30

The root element of submaps whose root elements specify the @keyscope attribute.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

The root element of submaps whose root elements
specify the @keyscope attribute. A submap root
element that specifies the @keyscope attribute.

rthomas updated change
1/5/2015
02:36:53

Change to "... when the root element of the submap
..." Also, remove the periods in the list items.

keberlein updated comment
4/5/2015
19:14:46

A key scope is associated with exactly one key space. That key space contains all key definitions that are
located directly within the scope; it may also contain definitions that exist in other scopes. Specifically, the
key space associated with a key scope is comprised of the following key definitions, in order of precedence:

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

For the first sentence how about something like "Each
key scope has exactly one key space associated with
it."

tmagliery updated comment
4/5/2015
23:56:46
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Tom, I think the original wording is shorter and
cleaner.

keberlein updated comment
5/5/2015
01:45:32

A key scope is associated with exactly one key space. That key space contains all key definitions that are
located directly within the scope; it may also contain definitions that exist in other scopes. Specifically, the
key space associated with a key scope is comprised of the following key definitions, in order of precedence:

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

This is probably heretical, but I don't see the need for key
space as a term or as a concept. Essentially, you create key
definitions that can be grouped into key scopes, and you
have a set of rules for determining which definitions are
effective at any given point. None of that seems to depend
on key spaces, which as far as I can tell don't have elements
or attributes that define them. They are just a list of
definitions, and the only thing interesting about that list is
the scope they live in. I found it hard to understand what
the point was, and when I read through the examples, which
don't use the term at all, I could understand everything
without needing the term.

Maybe I'm missing something obvious here, but I think the
term could be pitched and you wouldn't lose any meaning.

rhamilton updated comment
5/5/2015
02:03:49

A key space is what you construct from a set of key
definitions after applying precedence rules, scoped key
propagation, and filtering to the key definitions within
the map tree. It's an important abstraction away from the
markup: any key-aware DITA processor will have to
implement something that represents a key space
abstractly--the rules are too complicated to apply on
demand to non-trivial maps. So I think it's a useful term.
It's certainly essential to me as implementor and
explainer of DITA's key mechanism to talk about key
spaces.Â 

A key scope is not equal to a key space: A key scope is
simply a name associated with a set of keys, not all of
which will necessarily be part of the effective key space
(because they will either not be effective because of
precedence rules or because they are filtered out in a
statically-filtered key space).

ekimber updated comment
5/5/2015
02:28:51
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Many of the examples do show key spaces (the tables
showing the effective bindings). Perhaps we need to label
them more clearly as such.

@Eliot -- Will look at the examples and see if we need
to label key spaces as such there.

keberlein new comment
9/5/2015
11:54:22

@Dick, key spaces are a necessary term and concept.

I can understand your thought process here; you are
thinking as an author. As an author developing DITA
content, you might never think in terms of key spaces;
you don't add any elements or attributes for them -- you
don't construct them. The authoring environment might
even hide the concept of a key space from you.

But it is 100% necessary and critical for applications --
and the people who build them -- to consider key spaces.

keberlein new comment
9/5/2015
11:58:31

The key definitions from child scopes, with each key prepended by the child scope name followed by a
period. If a child scope has multiple names, the keys in that scope are addressable from the parent scope
using any of the scope names as a prefix.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

I can't select the note that follows for commenting, so
I've attached my comment here. The note contains a
typo, "pf" appears instead of "of".

rthomas updated comment
1/5/2015
02:40:07

Thanks, and done keberlein updated comment
1/5/2015
03:37:08

The key definitions from child scopes, with each key prepended by the child scope name followed by a
period. If a child scope has multiple names, the keys in that scope are addressable from the parent scope
using any of the scope names as a prefix.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

It took me a while to figure out the apparent contradiction
of rules 2 and 3. Rule 2 seems to say (to a lay reader) "you
can't get at keys in child scopes", and then Rule 3 turns
around and says "Here's how to get at keys in child

tmagliery updated comment
5/5/2015
00:04:17
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scopes". I think it needs to be somehow clearer in Rule 2
that we're saying *if you just use plain, unqualified key
names*, then you can't get at the keys in child scopes.

Add the following to the end of list item #2: "Keys
defined in child scopes cannot be addressed without
qualifiers."

keberlein updated comment
6/5/2015
18:53:23

The key space associated with a key scope is used to resolve all key references that occur immediately within
that scope. Key references in child scopes are resolved using the key spaces that are associated with those
child scopes.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

This is a better opening sentence for this
section.

sdoherty updated comment
5/5/2015
10:21:18

Good -- Robert and I like this. keberlein updated comment
6/5/2015
18:56:19

When a key has a definition in the key space that is associated with a parent scope, that definition is effective.
Otherwise, a key definition is effective if it is first in a breadth-first traversal of the locally-scoped submaps
beneath the scope-defining element. Put another way, a key definition is effective if it is the first definition in
the shallowest map for that key. This allows higher-level map authors to override keys defined in referenced
submaps.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

I have trouble with the phrase "shallowest map for that
key". Seems like it should say (two tweaks here)
"shallowest submap containing that key definition".

tmagliery updated comment
5/5/2015
00:13:36

Change to "Put another way, a key definition is
effective if it is the first definition for that key name
in the shallowest map that contains that key
definition."

keberlein updated comment
6/5/2015
19:01:50

When a key has a definition in the key space that is associated with a parent scope, that definition is effective.
Otherwise, a key definition is effective if it is first in a breadth-first traversal of the locally-scoped submaps
beneath the scope-defining element. Put another way, a key definition is effective if it is the first definition in
the shallowest map for that key. This allows higher-level map authors to override keys defined in referenced
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submaps.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

When a key has a definition in the key space that is
associated with inherited from a parent scope, that
definition is effective. Otherwise, a key definition is
effective if it is first in a breadth-first traversal of the
locally-scoped submaps beneath the scope-defining
element. Put another way, a key definition is effective if it
is the first definition in the shallowest map for that key.
This allows higher-level map authors to override keys
defined in referenced submaps.

cnitchie updated change
1/5/2015
14:48:00

Robert and I agree. We also need to check this topic
cluster to ensure that our use of the phrases "associated
with" and "inherited from" are consistent and accurate.

keberlein updated comment
4/5/2015
19:17:44

Within a key scope, keys do not have to be defined before they are referenced. The key space is effective for
the entire scope, so the order of key definitions and key references relative to one another is not significant.
This means that all key spaces for a root map must be determined before any key reference processing can be
performed, and that maps referenced solely by key reference have no bearing on key space contents.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

ditto Tom; I had to think about it a bit to get what
it was saying.

nharrison updated comment
5/5/2015
12:47:52

Within a key scope, keys do not have to be defined before they are referenced. The key space is effective for
the entire scope, so the order of key definitions and key references relative to one another is not significant.
This means that all key spaces for a root map must be determined before any key reference processing can be
performed, and that maps referenced solely by key reference have no bearing on key space contents.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

The final clause "maps referenced solely by key reference
have no bearing on key space contents" seems almost
worthy of its own sentence, paragraph or note. It's an
interesting non-obvious consequence of this processing
order.

tmagliery updated comment
5/5/2015
00:15:49
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We've highlighted this content by retagging and
including a list.

keberlein new comment
6/5/2015
19:10:58

For purposes of key definition precedence, the scope-qualified key definitions from a child scope are
considered to occur at the location of the scope-defining element within the parent scope. See Example: How
key scopes affect key precedence for more information.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Is there a space before "See Example ..."? It looks like
"no" in this view, but it looks like "yes" in the
"Change" box when I went to add one.

tmagliery updated comment
5/5/2015
00:17:30

This is a DITAweb artifact. It is fine in the DITA
source and CHM/PDF output.

keberlein updated comment
5/5/2015
01:43:12

Paragraph-level comments

Key scopes enable map authors to specify different sets of key definitions for different regions of a map.

Draft comment: robander April 16 2015

different regions - better to say different branches?

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

I prefer "branches" because we are already using that
term elsewhere to refer to map partitions.

rthomas updated comment
1/5/2015
02:57:48

Change to "different map branches" keberlein updated comment
4/5/2015
19:18:59

I agree, "branches" is better ekimber updated comment
5/5/2015
02:33:45

A key scope is defined by a <map> or <topicref> element that specifies the @keyscope attribute. The
@keyscope attribute specifies the names of the scope, separated by spaces.
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Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

A key scope is defined by a <map> or <topicref> element
that A [map] or [topicref] element is a scope-defining
element whenever itÂ specifies the @keyscope attribute.
The @keyscope attribute specifies the names of the
scope, separated by spaces.

rthomas updated change
1/5/2015
03:01:36

Robert and I prefer that the subject remain focused on
WHAT defines a key scope, rather than providing an
indirect definition of a "scope-defining element"

keberlein updated comment
4/5/2015
19:20:57

A key scope is defined by a <map> or <topicref> element that specifies the @keyscope attribute. The
@keyscope attribute specifies the names of the scope, separated by spaces.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

I have the same quibble that I think was the root of Bob's
suggestion that was "Rejected" -- the first sentence reads
as if it is the element that defines a keyspace, but I would
say it's not the element -- it's the attribute.

Upon further reflection, I changed my mind.

But actually how about just the word "any" instead of "a":
"A key scope is defined by any map or topicref ..."

tmagliery updated comment
5/5/2015
00:30:26

I don't think that's right - A (single) key scope is
defined by a (single) map or topicref, right? I think
"any" makes you think about multiple elements (maybe
multiple keyscope attributes) when trying to figure out
the meaning of "A key scope"?

randerson new comment
6/5/2015
19:15:26

A key scope is defined by a <map> or <topicref> element that specifies the @keyscope attribute. The
@keyscope attribute specifies the names of the scope, separated by spaces.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

And <mapref>?? sdoherty updated comment
5/5/2015
10:22:11
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<mapref> is a specialization of <topicref> -- see
further comments on Nancy's related suggestion.

randerson new comment
6/5/2015
19:20:06

A key scope is defined by a <map> or <topicref> element that specifies the @keyscope attribute. The
@keyscope attribute specifies the names of the scope, separated by spaces.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

<map> or <topicref>, or a specialization of those, except
for <reltable>...Â 

We need to be a bit m.ore specific here

nharrison updated comment
5/5/2015
12:55:14

We state earlier that "Referring to topicref means
topicref plus specializations". I think part of the
confusion is that the "and specializations" language is
leftover in a few spots from very early versions. Maybe
we need a reminder of this in the core concepts?

randerson updated comment
6/5/2015
19:18:44

And I think we should remove "specialization of
<topicref>" from the definition of "key definition in
the "Core concepts" topic.

keberlein updated comment
6/5/2015
19:20:20

A key scope includes the following components:

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

A key scope is determined by includes the following
components:

nharrison updated change
5/5/2015
12:59:47

No -- Here we really are talking about what is
contained within a key scope. The verb "includes"
is correct.

keberlein updated comment
6/5/2015
16:48:27

A key scope includes the following components:

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version
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Needs one or more sample syntax examples.Â sdoherty updated comment
5/5/2015
10:23:11

Stan, we really cannot do that here. There are such
examples in the examples topics; it also would be
good fodder for a tutorial.

keberlein new comment
6/5/2015
19:22:17

The elements that are contained by the scope-defining element, excluding the elements that are contained by
child key scopes

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

The elements that are contained by the scope-defining
element, excluding the minus those elements that are
contained by child key scopes

rthomas updated change
1/5/2015
03:02:02

Done keberlein updated comment
5/5/2015
11:18:32

The elements that are contained by the scope-defining element, excluding the elements that are contained by
child key scopes

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Doesn't the third point almost encompass the second? I'd
be inclined to combine them and reword as something like
the following:

All elements contained by or referenced by the scope-
defining element, including all descendants except
elements that are part of a child key scope.

rhamilton updated comment
5/5/2015
00:47:46

The critical difference is that the second bullet is about
contained elements (a topicref contained within the
scope defining element), while the third is about
references (topics referenced by the scope-defining
element or its descendents, maps referenced by the
scope defining element or its descendents.) I think (?) in
earlier drafts this language was condensed and that point
was missed.

randerson new comment
6/5/2015
19:26:16
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The elements that are referenced by the scope-defining element or its descendants, excluding the elements
that are contained by child key scopes

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

The elements that are referenced by the scope-defining
element or its descendants, excluding the minus those
elements that are contained by child key scopes

rthomas updated change
1/5/2015
03:02:18

Done keberlein updated comment
5/5/2015
11:18:22

If the @keyscope attribute is specified on both a reference to a DITA map and the root element of a submap,
only one scope is created. Its names are the union of unique names from both @keyscope attributes.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

This one confuses me. It sounds like it's saying how to
resolve a situation where @keyscope is defined in two
different places that end up being effectively the same
thing, but I don't understand what those two places are, and
how one can be a map ref while the other is a submap.
Instead of "submap" is this supposed to say "the root
element of the map that is being referenced"?

tmagliery updated comment
5/5/2015
00:43:46

I think the trouble is we're combining a couple of
non-obvious concepts.

1. A key scope can have many names. This one has 3:

<topicref keyscope="A B C">

2. When you reference from a topicref to a map, where
both the topicref and the map have a key scope, the end
result is the same as above: one key scope with names
from both (the union), meaning that you can use A.key
or B.key equally.

We're trying to point out that this is NOT a child scope
over on the other map, which would result in "A.B.key".

randerson updated comment
6/5/2015
19:40:05

Moved to a draft comment in the topic keberlein updated comment
7/5/2015
01:53:16
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Tom, here is the scenario that this text is providing a rule
for (using brackets instead of angle brackets):

Rootmap:

[map]

[mapref href="foo.ditamap" keyscope="A"]

...

[/map]

Foo.ditamap

[map keyscope="B"]

...

[/map]

In this scenario, only ONE key scope is created. Not two
key scopes, one named "A" and the other named "B".

Maybe we need to change "the root element of the
submap" to "the root element of the referenced map"?

Also, maybe we need to change "Its name are the union
..." to "That scope contains the union of the key names
..."?

keberlein updated comment
6/5/2015
16:53:39

If the @keyscope attribute is specified on both a reference to a DITA map and the root element of a submap,
only one scope is created. Its names are the union of unique names from both @keyscope attributes.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date Topic version

ditto Tom nharrison updated comment 5/5/2015 13:04:29

Each key scope has its own key space that is used to resolve the key references that occur within the scope.
The key space that is associated with a key scope includes all of the key definitions within the key scope.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

does that include both effective and non-effective
definitions?Â  If so, it should state that, since previous
content for this section has introduced the concept of

nharrison updated comment
5/5/2015
13:09:38
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'effective' vs. non-effective keys.

This is clearly covered in the "Core concepts" topic.
Restating it here would be problematic; we just cannot
do it.

keberlein new comment
6/5/2015
19:44:14

My take: there are a lot of concepts that you need to
keep in your head for so many things related to keys. If
we restated each at every point, the content would be
unmanageable and impossible to follow.

randerson new comment
6/5/2015
19:47:53

This means that different keys scopes can have different effective key definitions. A given key can be defined
in one scope, but not another. A given key also can be defined differently in different key scopes. Key
references in each key scope are resolved using the effective key definition that is specified within its own
key scope.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

I don't understand this well enough to even
propose changes to it.

nharrison updated comment
5/5/2015
13:12:22

This means that different keys scopes can have different effective key definitions. A given key can be defined
in one scope, but not another. A given key also can be defined differently in different key scopes. Key
references in each key scope are resolved using the effective key definition that is specified within its own
key scope.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Diagram? FWIW - did not follow this
paragraph.

sdoherty updated comment
5/5/2015
10:23:54

Added to draft comment in the source. keberlein updated comment
9/5/2015
13:23:54

This means that different keys scopes can have different effective key definitions. A given key can be defined
in one scope, but not another. A given key also can be defined differently in different key scopes. Key
references in each key scope are resolved using the effective key definition that is specified within its own
key scope.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version
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This means that different key s scopes can have different
effective key definitions. A given key can be defined in
one scope, but not another. A given key also can be
defined differently in different key scopes. Key references
in each key scope are resolved using the effective key
definition that is specified within its own key scope.

cnitchie updated change
1/5/2015
14:52:16

Done keberlein updated comment
1/5/2015
22:06:49

Paragraph-level comments

When referencing key definitions from a different key scope, key names might need to be qualified with
key-scope names.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date Topic version

Remove hyphen from "key-scope names" tmagliery updated comment 5/5/2015 01:00:07

Done keberlein updated comment 5/5/2015 11:20:44

When referencing key definitions from a different key scope, key names might need to be qualified with
key-scope names.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

different from what?

Maybe:

When referencing key definitions contained only in a
key scope outside (?) the current key scope, ...

nharrison updated comment
5/5/2015
13:17:10

Change to "When referencing key definitions that
are defined in a different key scope"

keberlein updated comment
6/5/2015
22:03:08

A root map might contain any number of key scopes; relationships between key scopes are discussed using
the following terms. All hierarchical terms in the list are given in relation to a specific key scope named
"currentScope".
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Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Lost me here. If currentScope is the key to defining the
following set of key-related terms, it too needs a very
precise definition. I can't say that I recall hearing about
currentScope before (which may simply be me), but it
sounds as though it is some implicit, built-in scope for
active maps. I have a decent feel for scope hierarchies in
maps that I can produce, but "currentScope" has me a bit
thrown. The relativism of "currentScope" conflicts with
notion of "hierarchy". Â 

sdoherty updated comment
5/5/2015
10:29:50

We'll have to get rid of it. "currentScope" was meant to
be an example scope, not a normative name. Will handle
with Chris's comment.

randerson new comment
6/5/2015
22:05:09

A root map might contain any number of key scopes; relationships between key scopes are discussed using
the following terms. All hierarchical terms in the list are given in relation to a specific key scope named
"currentScope".

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

I understand the impulse but I really don't like the
currentScope stuff. That belongs in examples, not
normative text. If it's not clear enough without it, I won't
lay across the tracks, but I don't like it.

cnitchie updated comment
1/5/2015
14:53:04

I think it would be better to say "for a given key scope
(the current scope)". The text as written suggests that
there is a scope normatively named "currentScope",
which is obviously not the intent.

This is a place where having a bit more formal
definition really makes the rules clearer, even if you
have to work a bit harder to read through it: the
precision serves implementors and explainers of the
rules.

ekimber updated comment
5/5/2015
02:37:33

I didn't like it either, but I could not suggest an
alternate way to handle this.

keberlein updated comment
1/5/2015
22:08:05
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What Kris said - I originally tried creating the <dl>
without that but every definition became extremely
wordy / hard to parse. Not sure how to improve it.

randerson updated comment
4/5/2015
19:24:01

A root map might contain any number of key scopes; relationships between key scopes are discussed using
the following terms. All hierarchical terms in the list are given in relation to a specific key scope named
"currentScope".

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

I think the concept of a 'current scope' is useful, but
readers need to understand that it's really a term related to
processing rather than authoring.Â  The whole point of
keys is that the writer doesn't determine the current
(effective?) scope of what they're writing.

This concept needs more elaboration to be usable.

nharrison updated comment
5/5/2015
13:29:43

Completed keberlein new comment
9/5/2015
03:22:51

A key scope that occurrs directly within the key scope "currentScope".

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

A key scope that occur rs directly within the key
scope "currentScope".

rhamilton updated change
5/5/2015
01:02:21

Done keberlein updated comment
5/5/2015
11:22:01

A key scope one or more levels below the key scope "currentScope"; this could be the child scope, any child
scope occurring within the child scope, or so forth.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

A key scope one or more levels below the key scope
"currentScope"; this could be the a child scope, any child
scope occurring within the child scope, or so forth. a
child scope of a child scope, or any lower scope.

rthomas updated change
1/5/2015
03:07:53
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Done keberlein updated comment
5/5/2015
11:24:06

The key space that is associated with a key scope also includes all key definitions from its parent key scope.
If a key name is defined in both a key scope and its parent scope, the key definition in the parent scope takes
precedence. This means that a key definition in a parent scope overrides all definitions for the same key name
in all descendant scopes. This enables map authors to override the keys that are defined in submaps,
regardless of whether the submaps define key scopes.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

This statement seems to conflict with the example titled
"How key scopes affect key precedence." In that example,
you have a definition in a child scope taking precedence
over a definition in a parent scope because the definition
in the child occurs before the definition in the parent. This
statement does not describe that exception.

rhamilton updated comment
5/5/2015
01:08:10

Consider a new paragraph: For certain complex cases, a
scope-qualified key name (such as "scope.key") could
override an unqualified key name from the parent
scope. See xxx for an example.

randerson updated comment
6/5/2015
22:07:53

The key space associated with a key scope does not include the unqualified key definitions from the child
scopes. However, it does include scope-qualified keys from the child scopes. This enables sibling key scopes
to have different key definitions for the same key name. However, it is possible to reference keys from a
descendant scope using a scope-qualified key name.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

The key space associated with a key scopeÂ  includes all
keys defined within that key scope plus the keys defined in
descenant scopes when those keys are referenced using
scope-qualified key names.

does not include the unqualified key definitions from the
child scopes. However, it does include scope-qualified
keys from the child scopes. This enables sibling key
scopes to have different key definitions for the same key
name. However, it is possible to reference keys from a
descendant scope using a scope-qualified key name.

rthomas updated comment
1/5/2015
03:39:56
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Talking to Kris - we think we like the original wording
best. Part of the idea is to highlight that it does *not*
include the unqualified names. The suggested rewrite
sounds like it's a full definition (it's not) - we could
shorten to just stating that it includes the scope-qualified
names, but that drops the idea of *not* including the
original key names.

randerson new comment
4/5/2015
19:31:29

This is awkward, but "The key space associated with a
key scope does not include the key names defined in the
child scopes, unless those keys are referenced with
scope-qualified key names." ?

keberlein new comment
4/5/2015
19:33:55

Reading further down - we'll go with the rewrite
suggested by Chris.

randerson new comment
4/5/2015
19:36:51

A scope-qualified key name is a key name, prepended by one or more key scope names and a period. For
example, to reference a key "keyName" defined in a child scope named "keyScope", specify
keyref="keyScope.keyName".

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

These two paragraphs are messy. I suggest condensing
them thusly:

The key space associated with a key scope includes scope-
qualified keys from its child scopes. A scope-qualified
key name is a key name, prepended by one or more key
scope names and a period. For example, to reference a key
"keyName" defined in a child scope named "keyScope",
specify keyref="keyScope.keyName".

cnitchie updated comment
1/5/2015
15:00:25

Agree, but incorporate Bob's comment above about
"seperated by periods"

keberlein updated comment
4/5/2015
19:37:06

Need to reconsider this; Chris might be too close to
the material. I think his suggested condensation
might be removing material that others need to have
explicitly stated.

keberlein updated comment
7/5/2015
01:16:51
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Starting to agree with the nested comments from Kris -
original language is probably needed for people who
don't know this stuff deeply, to stress what is / is not
included. As part of that, I'm thinking it would be nice
to italicize "unqualified" to help make that point: "The
key space associated with a key scope does not include
the â€‹unqualifiedâ€‹ key definitions..."

randerson updated comment
12/5/2015
16:33:22

And remove last sentence of first paragraph. keberlein updated comment
12/5/2015
16:34:05

A scope-qualified key name is a key name, prepended by one or more key scope names and a period. For
example, to reference a key "keyName" defined in a child scope named "keyScope", specify
keyref="keyScope.keyName".

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

A scope-qualified key name is a key name, prepended by
one or more key scope names and a period spearated by
periods. For example, to reference a key "keyName" defined
in a child scope named "keyScope", specify
keyref="keyScope.keyName" .

rthomas updated change
1/5/2015
03:41:31

If a key scope has multiple names, each of its keys can be addressed from the parent scope using any of the
scope names. For example, if a key scope is defined with keyscope="a b c" , and it contains a key name of
"product", that key can be referenced from the parent scope by keyref="a.product", keyref="b.product",
or keyref="c.product"

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

If a key scope has multiple names, each of its keys can be
addressed from the its parent scope using any of the scope
names. For example, if a key scope is defined with
keyscope="a b c" , and it contains a key name of "product",
that key can be referenced from the parent scope by
keyref="a.product" , keyref="b.product" , or
keyref="c.product"

rthomas updated change
1/5/2015
03:44:11

Because a child scope contributes its scope-qualified keys to its parent scope, and that parent scope
contributes its scope-qualified keys to its parent scope, it is possible to address the keys in any descendant
scope by using the scope-qualified key name. For example, a key scope named "ancestorScope" has a child
scope named "parentScope" which in turn has a child scope named "childScope". The scope "childScope" has
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a key named "keyName". To reference the key "keyName" from scope "ancestorScope", specify the scope-
qualified key name: keyref="parentScope.childScope.keyName".

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Because a child scope contributes its scope-qualified keys to
its parent scope, and that parent scope contributes its scope-
qualified keys to its parent scope, it is possible to address
the keys in any descendant scope by using the scope-
qualified key name. For example, considerÂ a key scope
named "ancestorScope" thatÂ has a child scope named
"parentScope" , which in turn has a child scope named
"childScope". The scope "childScope" a key has named that
defines a key named "keyName". To reference refer to the
key "keyName" from scope "ancestorScope", specify the
scope-qualified key name:
keyref="parentScope.childScope.keyName" .

ekimber updated change
5/5/2015
02:42:23

Accept changes, do not change "reference" to "refer" keberlein updated comment
6/5/2015
22:11:05

Since a parent key scope contains scope-qualified keys from all of its child scopes, and a child scope inherits
all of the key definitions (including scope-qualified keys) from its parent scope, it is possible for a child
scope to reference its own scope-qualified keys, as well as those defined by its sibling scopes.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Since Because a parent key scope contains scope-qualified
keys from all of its child scopes, and a child scope inherits
all of the key definitions (including scope-qualified keys)
from its parent scope, it is possible for a child scope to
reference refer to its own scope-qualified keys, as well as
those defined by its sibling scopes.

ekimber updated change
5/5/2015
02:42:54

Change "Since" to "Because" -- Leave reference alone. keberlein updated comment
6/5/2015
22:11:46

Paragraph-level comments

Using keys to address DITA elements
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Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Using keys to address DITA elements resources ekimber updated change
5/5/2015
02:43:53

Change to "Using keys for addressing". Consider
moving the topic before "Addressing keys across
scopes" or even "Key scopes".

keberlein updated comment
6/5/2015
21:52:50

For topic references, image references, and other link relationships, resources can be addressed by key using
the @keyref attribute. For content reference relationships, resources can be addressed by key using the
@conkeyref attribute.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

For topic references, image references, and other link
relationships, resources can be Â  indirectly Â addressed
by key using the @keyref attribute. For content reference
relationships, resources can be indirectlyÂ addressed by
key using the @conkeyref attribute.

rthomas updated change
1/5/2015
16:40:05

Changed to read as follows: "For topic references,
image references, and other link relationships, resources
can be indirectly addressed by using the keyref
attribute. For content reference relationships, resources
can be indirectly addressed by using the conkeyref
attribute."

keberlein updated comment
1/5/2015
22:11:46

For references to non-topic elements within topics and non-topicref elements within maps, the value of the
@keyref attribute is a key name, a slash ("/"), and the ID of the target element (for example, keyref="topic-
key/some-element-id".)

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

but don't we want to use keys to refer to metadataÂ 
from within a map? (comment on Chris's comment)

nharrison updated comment
5/5/2015
13:52:18

For references to non-topic elements within topics and non-topicref elements within maps, the value of the
@keyref attribute is a key name, a slash ("/"), and the ID of the target element (for example, keyref="topic-
key/some-element-id".)
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Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Non-topicrefs in maps? Whenever I need to conkeyref
something into I do it by putting it in the of a topic bound
to a key and conkeyref it from the topic. Does the OT
permit referencing elements in a map via key?

And what about topicref elements? Why wouldn't you need
an element ID to reference those? A reference to a key is a
reference to the content referenced by the effective key
definition, not the topic ref itself.

All of this is a long-winded way of saying I think we need
to remove the phrase, "and non-topicref elements within
maps".

cnitchie updated comment
1/5/2015
15:03:17

This is word-for-word what appeared in DITA 1.2, apart
from changing "solidus" to "slash", and adding "for
example" to the example: http://docs.oasis-open.org
/dita/v1.2/os/spec/archSpec
/using_keys_to_address_dita_elements.html

But - I think I agree with Chris's comment. I don't know
how it would be used for non-topicref element within a
map. This needs to go to the TC.

randerson updated comment
4/5/2015
19:41:10

It is possible (if not particularly useful or recommend)
to address any element in any map by ID (because all
the elements take IDs). So the spec has to account for
the case. That's why it was in 1.2 and needs to remain.

ekimber new comment
5/5/2015
02:45:54

If both @keyref and @href attributes are specified on an element, the @href value MUST be used as a
fallback address when the key name is undefined. If both @conkeyref and @conref attributes are specified on
an element, the @conref value MUST be used as a fallback address when the key name is undefined.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Is there a normative action when a key name is
undefined and the @href value is missing or invalid?
â€‹

Withdrawn, since I see the point covered in a later
topic. However, you may want to consider removing

rhamilton updated comment
5/5/2015
01:17:08
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this point from here and including it in the Processing
key references topic.

Add new section -- "Processing of undefined keys" --
at the beginning of "Processing key references"

keberlein updated comment
12/5/2015
16:37:43

If both @keyref and @href attributes are specified on an element, the @href value MUST be used as a
fallback address when the key name is undefined. If both @conkeyref and @conref attributes are specified on
an element, the @conref value MUST be used as a fallback address when the key name is undefined.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

this implies that the default case is for a key definition to
override an @href in an element; I don't remember
noticing that mentioned earlier.Â  Either it should be, or
this should be moved to where it does.

nharrison updated comment
5/5/2015
13:55:28

Assuming that Nancy meant "key reference" rather than
"key definition ... I'm not sure whether we need to do
any additional work on the comment. Is Nancy simply
commenting on something that would be appropriate for
a tutorial, or do we need to elucidate further the idea of
key references "falling back" to resources addressed by
URI if a key reference cannot be resolved?

keberlein updated comment
6/5/2015
21:58:46

Example

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

A paragraph is not a good choice for an xref target
because there is no return text associated with
paragraphs. Use a section instead.Â 

rthomas updated comment
1/5/2015
16:47:41

A keyref of the form "myexample/para-01 resolves to the <p> element in the topic. The key reference is
equivalent, in the context of this map, to the URI reference file.dita#topicid/para-01.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

A keyref of the form rthomas updated change
1/5/2015
16:57:45
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Here is a cross-reference that uses the example's key
definition and an id within the key's bound resource to
point at a [section] element: [xref
keyref="myexample/section-01"/]. This key-based cross
reference points to the same section as the following
directly addressed cross-reference: [xref
href="file.dita#topicid/section-01"/].

Agree, but some wordsmithing required.

Changed to read as follows: "A cross reference of the
form xref="myexample/section-01" resolves to the
section element in the topic. The key reference is
equivalent to the URI reference
xref="file.dita#topicid/section-01"."

keberlein updated comment
4/5/2015
19:46:12

I think this last paragraph could be clearer. Also, does it belong in the non-normative example?

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Per discussion at the TC meeting April 28, 2015,
this section will be removed.

randerson updated comment
28/4/2015
15:31:54

Draft comment removed. keberlein updated comment
1/5/2015
03:32:22

Paragraph-level comments

A map can use scoped keys to reference keys that are defined in a different root map. This cross-deliverable
addressing can enable the production of deliverables that contain working links to other deliverables.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

A map can use scoped keys to reference keys that are
defined in a different root map. This cross-deliverable
addressing can enable support the production of
deliverables that contain working links to other
deliverables.

rthomas updated change
1/5/2015
21:14:48
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Done keberlein updated comment
1/5/2015
22:13:19

When a key scope is defined on a topic reference to a DITA map and the value of the @scope attribute is set
to "peer", then the referenced map is a peer map to the referencing map. The implications are that the two
maps are managed in tandem, and that the author of the referencing map might have access to the referenced
map.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

For a topicref to a DITA map document with a @format
value of "ditamap" whereÂ  When a key scope is defined
on a topic reference to a DITA map and the value of the
@scope attribute is set to "peer", then the referenced map is
consideredÂ a peer map to the referencing map. The
implications are that the two maps are managed in tandem,
and that the author of the referencing map might have
access to the referenced map. Â  Â If the reference to the
peer map also specifies a @keyscope attribute then the
scopes isare associated with the peer map's root (unnamed)
key space.

ekimber updated change
5/5/2015
02:49:22

Recast paragraph as "When maps are referenced and the
value of the @scope attribute is set to "peer", the
implications are that the two maps are managed in
tandem, and that the author of the referencing map might
have access to the referenced map. Adding a key scope
to the reference indicates that the peer map should be
treated as a separate deliverable for the purposes of
linking."

keberlein updated comment
6/5/2015
21:29:39

The keys that are defined by the peer map belong to the key scope that is declared on the <topicref>
element that references that map. Such keys can be referenced from content in the referencing map by using
scope-qualified key names. However, processors handle references to keys that are defined in peer maps
differently from how they handle references to keys that are defined in submaps.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

The keys that are defined by the peer map belong to the
any key scope s that is declared on the <topicref> element
that references refers to that map. Such keys can be
referenced from content in the referencing map by using

ekimber updated change
5/5/2015
02:52:00
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scope-qualified key names. However, processors handle
references to keys that are defined in peer maps differently
from how they handle references to keys that are defined in
submaps.

Rewrite as "... any key scopes that are declared ..."
Retain the verb "references".

keberlein updated comment
6/5/2015
21:36:09

Conforming DITA processors are not required to resolve key references to peer maps. However, if all
resources are available in the same processing or management context, processors have the potential to
resolve key references to peer maps. There might be performance, scale, and user interface challenges in
implementing such systems, but the ability to resolve any given reference is ensured when the source files are
physically accessible.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Conforming DITA processors are not required to resolve
key references to peer maps. However, if all resources are
available in the same processing or management context,
processors have the potential to resolve key references to
peer maps. There might be performance, scale, and user
interface challenges in implementing such systems, but the
ability to resolve any given reference is ensured when the
source files are physically accessible.

cnitchie updated change
1/5/2015
15:04:10

Done keberlein updated comment
1/5/2015
22:14:28

Conforming DITA processors are not required to resolve key references to peer maps. However, if all
resources are available in the same processing or management context, processors have the potential to
resolve key references to peer maps. There might be performance, scale, and user interface challenges in
implementing such systems, but the ability to resolve any given reference is ensured when the source files are
physically accessible.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

This seems to dance around making a keyword normative
statement. Why not just say, "DITA processors MAY
resolve key references to peer maps."?

I know we're avoiding too many keyword statements, but
why not use one when it makes things clearer?

rhamilton updated comment
5/5/2015
01:33:59
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Also, everything else in this paragraph seems to be
superfluous. Even with my less-than-expert knowledge of
DITA, it's pretty obvious that if these resources are
available, a processor has everything it needs to process
peer maps. The same thing applies to the next paragraph.

If you think there should be some acknowledgement of this
point, I'd combine and say something like:

It is impossible for processors to resolve key references to
a peer map unless the peer map is accessible to the
processor. Processors that try to resolve references to peer
maps should provide an appropriate message when a
reference to a peer map cannot be resolved.

Neither Robert or I are fond of this language, but our
sense is that it reflects a compromise on part of the TC.
Accordingly, we think it should remain as-is at this
point.

Note from Kris: I think your analysis is spot on.

keberlein updated comment
6/5/2015
21:40:30

Everything Kris said, plus: I think this does highlight the
change in thinking around scope=peer between dita 1.2
and 1.3. For most authors / processors in DITA 1.2 and
earlier, "peer" just meant -- don't do anything, not there,
ignore it. Now with 1.3, it has a specific meaning with
regards to linking -- that the file is probably there
(retains the previous sense), but might not (still the
case), and if there, processors can do something.

That change in thinking has no practical value except
when it comes to cross deliverable linking - so it's best
to highlight it here.

randerson updated comment
6/5/2015
21:43:34

Note the inverse implication; if the peer map is not available, then it is impossible to resolve the key
reference. Processors that resolve key references to peer maps should provide appropriate messages when a
reference to a peer map cannot be resolved. Depending on how DITA resources are authored, managed, and
processed, references to peer maps might not be resolvable at certain points in the content life cycle.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Note the inverse implication ; : if the peer map is not
available, then it is impossible to resolve the key reference.

ekimber updated change
5/5/2015
02:52:22
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Processors that resolve key references to peer maps should
provide appropriate messages when a reference to a peer
map cannot be resolved. Depending on how DITA resources
are authored, managed, and processed, references to peer
maps might not be resolvable at certain points in the content
life cycle.

The peer map might specify @keyscope on its root element. In that case, the @keyscope on the peer map is
ignored for the purpose of resolving scoped key references from the referencing map. This avoids the need
for processors to have access to the peer map in order to determine whether a given key definition comes
from the peer map.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Same comment as Chris. This is covered in "Links
between maps"

rthomas updated comment
1/5/2015
21:21:41

Guys, this is the old "Links between maps"
topic; it's been renamed.

keberlein updated comment
1/5/2015
22:16:30

The peer map might specify @keyscope on its root element. In that case, the @keyscope on the peer map is
ignored for the purpose of resolving scoped key references from the referencing map. This avoids the need
for processors to have access to the peer map in order to determine whether a given key definition comes
from the peer map.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

The content in the following paragraph (which I can't
seem to annotate) is covered elsewhere. Suggest removing
it.

cnitchie updated comment
1/5/2015
15:05:03

Likely overlapping language from the "Key scopes"
topic: "If the @keyscope attribute is specified on both a
reference to a DITA map and the root element of a
submap, only one scope is created. Its names are the
union of unique names from both @keyscope
attributes."

Maybe move the note to that topic to go with that
language?

randerson updated comment
5/5/2015
16:28:33
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Not sure if this really is covered elsewhere, or if this is
a reaction to this topic being moved here from linking
(thus appearing in both reviews). Kris checked in
Titania and could not find similar phrases outside of
this topic, so assuming this was reaction to the previous
review.

randerson updated comment
4/5/2015
19:51:30

This paragraph and the note are part of the main key
scope definition and are not specific to cross-
deliverable addressing.

ekimber updated comment
5/5/2015
02:53:03

Example: A root map that declares a peer map

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

I think the preceding note (which I can't annotate either)
is probably unnecessary.

cnitchie updated comment
1/5/2015
15:05:48

Not sure - this does illustrate a point (and strictly
speaking all of our notes are non-normative and
unnecessary for some audiences). Nevertheless - it will
be moved or removed with the previous comment.

randerson updated comment
4/5/2015
19:54:24

Paragraph-level comments

The effective key definitions for a key space might be affected by conditional processing (filtering).
Processors SHOULD perform conditional processing before determining the effective key definitions.
However, processors might determine effective key definitions before filtering. Consequently, different
processors might produce different effective bindings for the same map when there are key definitions that
might be filtered out based on their filtering attributes.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

I don't think this is true. Processors MUST perform
conditional processing before determining the effective key
definitions. What I think this language is trying to address
is that processors NEED NOT perform conditional
processing before constructing the key space. But if they

cnitchie updated comment
1/5/2015
15:06:31
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don't build the key space from the profiled map, they
MUST account for the active conditional processing rules
when determining the effective key from the unprofiled key
space.

That said, I'm not going to fight anybody on this language
in the interest of expediency. This subject has been talked
to death.

As you say this has been talked to death - this is
compromise language that I'd rather not reopen. And it
will all be fixed when we specify a procesisng order in
2.0, right....?

randerson updated comment
4/5/2015
19:56:39

I agree with Chris: the language as written is wrong in
that processors should not be be allowed to determine
effective key defintions before applying filtering. But
Robert is correct that this is compromise language that
allows broken implementations that nobody should
ever make or condone. No engineer thinking through
the problem should ever come to the conclusion that
effective key determination before filtering could
possibly be the right way to do things for the very
reason that you might get different answers for the
same input document and filtering conditions.

But the note essentially says that so I think it's all good
considering the general issue of inability to specify
processing order (and in practice DITA 1.3 effectively
mandates a processing order anyway, so I'm not
worried about it).

ekimber updated comment
5/5/2015
02:59:19

For references to keys in peer maps, if the peer map is unavailable for processing or the key reference cannot
otherwise be resolved, the key reference is processed as though there was no key reference. If the peer map is
available, the key reference is processed normally.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

This seems to contradict the wording in the previous
topic, where the processor was not required to process
key references in peer maps. Unless "processed normally"
means "maybe processed or maybe not processed" this
looks like a contradiction.

rhamilton updated comment
5/5/2015
01:42:12
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I had essentially the same comment. This text is
redundant with earlier statements on the same subject.
Should be removed.

ekimber updated comment
5/5/2015
03:01:16

Remove entire section. keberlein updated comment
6/5/2015
23:47:35

Topic-level comments

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Suggest reversing the order of this and the 'Processing
key references for navigation links' topic, since that
topic is by far the most common case, so should come
first.

cnitchie updated comment
1/5/2015
15:07:20

Paragraph-level comments

Content from a key-defining element cascades to the key-referencing element following the rules for
combining metadata between maps and other maps and between maps and topics. The @lockmeta attribute is
honored when metadata content is combined.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

The rules for map-to-map cascading are subtly different
than the ones for parent-child topicrefs. Which should
apply?

cnitchie updated comment
1/5/2015
15:07:41

Agree that these are subtly different. The language is
taken from 1.2 so we may not be able to resolve -
depending on which one people gave more weight to, I
think either could be considered correct. Language in
1.2: "Content from a key reference element and a
key-defining element is combined following the rules for
combining metadata between maps and other maps and
between maps and topics. The @lockmeta attribute is
honored when metadata content is combined."

randerson updated comment
4/5/2015
20:05:21
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Paragraph-level comments

Keys can be used to create or redirect links and cross references; keys also can be used to address resources
such as images or videos. This topic explains how to evaluate key references on links and cross references to
determine a link target.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Keys can be used to create or redirect links and cross
references . ; k Keys also can be used to address
resources such as images or videos. This topic explains
how to evaluate key references on links and cross
references to determine a link target.

cnitchie updated change
1/5/2015
15:08:21

Done keberlein updated comment
1/5/2015
22:17:33

When a key definition is bound to a resource that is addressed by the @href or @keyref attributes (and does
not specify "none" for the @linking attribute), all references to that key definition become links to the bound
resource. When a key definition is not bound to a resource or specifies "none" for the @linking attribute,
references to that key definition do not become links.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

When a key definition is bound to a resource that is
addressed by the @href or @keyref attributes , (and does
not specify "none" for the @linking attribute ), all
references to that key definition become links to the bound
resource. When a key definition is not bound to a resource
or specifies "none" for the @linking attribute, references
to that key definition do not become links.

cnitchie updated change
1/5/2015
15:08:58

Done keberlein updated comment
1/5/2015
22:18:47

If a referencing element specifies a key reference to an undefined key, it is processed as if there were no key
reference, and the value of the @href attribute is used as the reference. If the @href attribute is not specified
either, the element is not treated as a link.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version
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If a referencing element specifies a key reference to an
undefined key, it is processed as if there were no key
reference, and the value of the @href attribute is used as
the reference. If the @href attribute is not specified either,
the element is not treated as a link. Â  Processors MAY
produce indications of unresolvable key references.

cnitchie updated change
1/5/2015
15:09:25

This text overlaps slightly with the "Error conditions"
section of the "Processing key references" topic -
though that one is explicitly about *empty* elements. I
think the text might be better there, with a slight
re-wording.

randerson updated comment
4/5/2015
20:12:19

Removed content from this topic. keberlein updated comment
7/5/2015
00:35:21

Paragraph-level comments

Have no text content

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Have no text content ,Â  including white space.Â WEK: I
think we need to distinguish absolutely empty elements
from elements that contain only white space. I think the
intent of this facility was always that elements had to be
completely empty. Otherwise rules about how to treat
whitespace can quickly become very complicated. Better
to be clear.

ekimber updated change
5/5/2015
03:05:25

Sounds fine to me. randerson updated comment
6/5/2015
19:54:58

The <param> element does not have any effective content, so it does not pull any content.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

The <param> element does not have any effective
content, soÂ  topicrefs have no effect on the effective

ekimber updated change
5/5/2015
03:06:20
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content of <param> elements.Â  WEK: Need to avoid
processing-specific terms like "pull" it does not pull any
content.

How about - "So key definitions do not result in any
effective content for <param> elements"?

randerson updated comment
6/5/2015
19:55:50

The <abbreviated-form> is an empty element with special rules that determine effective content.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

The <abbreviated-form> elmentÂ is an empty element
with special rules that determine Â  its Â effective
content.

ekimber updated change
5/5/2015
03:07:34

For elements that do allow @href, elements from within <topicmeta> that are legal within the element using
@keyref are considered matching text. For example, the <xref> element allows @href, and also allows
<keyword> as a child. Using the code sample from the previous item, an empty <xref> with keyref="test"
would use all three of these elements as text content; after processing, the result would be equivalent to:

<xref keyref="test"><keyword>first</keyword><keyword>second</keyword><keyword>third</keyword

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

The code sample from the previous item defines a key
named "noref". This item refers to a key named "test". If
you wish to hang on to "noref" change the key name in
this item from "test" to "noref" or add "test" to the keys
attribute in the previous item.

rthomas updated comment
1/5/2015
21:25:59

<xref keyref="test"><keyword>first</keyword><keyword>second</keyword><keyword>third</keyword>
</xref>

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Ugh. I'm going to cop to having a non-compliant keyref
resolution algorithm, because the prescribed algorithm
isÂ  wrong . (I understand, backwards compatibility,
yadda yadda. Still.)

cnitchie updated comment
1/5/2015
15:10:22
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Otherwise, if <linktext> is specified inside of <topicmeta>, the contents of <linktext> are used as the
effective content.

Note:

Because all elements that pull text will eventually look for content in the <linktext> element, using
<linktext> for effective content is a best practice for cases where all elements getting text from a key
definition should result in the same value.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Otherwise, if <linktext> is specified inside of <topicmeta> ,
the contents of <linktext> are used as the effective content.
Note: Because all elements that pull text will eventually look
for content in the <linktext> element, using <linktext> for
effective content is a best practice for cases where all
elements getting text from a key definition should result in
the same value. Â  WEK: in the note change /that pull
text/that get effective content/

ekimber updated change
5/5/2015
03:08:41

I think (but am not sure) that this is the correct interpretation of the following line in the DITA 1.2 spec:
"When a key definition has a <topicmeta> subelement, elements that refer to that key and that are empty may
get their effective content from the first matching subelement of the <topicmeta> subelement of the
key-defining topicref." I've left it out until others confirm. Also need to verify where in the priority list this
comes.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

I agree and think it's worth adding. cnitchie updated comment
1/5/2015
15:12:07

I also agree ekimber updated comment
5/5/2015
03:09:15

Will send to TC for discussion (and to confirm
where it goes in the priority list).

randerson updated comment
4/5/2015
20:17:14

When the effective content for a key reference element results in invalid elements, those elements SHOULD
be generalized to produce a valid result. For example, <linktext> in the key definition may use a domain
specialization of <keyword> that is not valid in the key reference context, in which case the specialized
element should be generalized to <keyword>. If the generalized content is also not valid, a text equivalent
should be used instead. For example, <linktext> may include <ph> or a specialized <ph> in the key
definition, but neither of those are valid as the effective content for a <keyword>. In that case, the text content
of the <ph> should be used.
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Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Depends on what you mean by generalization, in a way. For
example, when I implement DITA processing, IÂ 
neverÂ generalize. Rather, I make class attributes explicit
very early on, and make all my processing and styling
specialization-aware such that if it encounters a
specialization it don't have specific code for, it'llÂ  treat
itÂ as its base.

I'm also not sure this rule is beneficial, and could be
harmful. Let's say a key definition contains content with a
specialized <myPhrase> element. That key is then
referenced from a regular topic without the domain that
contributes <myPhrase>. I have special styling for
<myPhrase> in my stylesheet. But if my processor follows
the letter of this rule, it SHOULDÂ convert <myPhrase>
into <ph> for purposes of further processing. So I lose my
special styling. Which makes me sad.

cnitchie updated comment
1/5/2015
15:14:40

Not sure what to do with the comment...

My processing also always works off of the class
attribute (first step of processing makes them explicit). I
don't think that is counter to this example. This example
is essentially saying that if the end result is invalid,
you're not *supposed* to allow it -- if I'm pulling a bold
something into a topic that doesn't allow bold,
generalizing means that I won't make it bold. It doesn't
technically say when I have to do that, leaving me free to
drop the bold code from that final rendering step, or ...
anything really, the goal is to avoid unexpected stuff at
whatever point that could cause a problem.

randerson new comment
4/5/2015
20:20:08

Paragraph-level comments

Scoped key definitions can be used for variable text. This enables you to use the same DITA topic multiple
times in a DITA map, and in each instance the variable text can resolve differently.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version
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Scoped key definitions can be used for variable text. This
enables allows you to use the same DITA topic multiple
times in a DITA map, and in each instance the variable
text can resolve differently.

ekimber updated change
5/5/2015
03:11:32

Per our style guide (IBM Style Guide), we use
"enable" rather than "allow" in most circumstances.
"Enable" indicates possibility, while "allow" has
connotations of permission.

keberlein updated comment
5/5/2015
10:24:49

<map> <!-- Model X: Maintenance procedures --> <topicgroup keyscope="model-x"> <topicref
href="model-x-procedures.dita"> <topicref href="model-x/replacing-a-tire.dita"/> <topicref href="model-
x/adding-fluid.dita"/> </topicref> </topicgroup> <!-- Model Y: Maintenance procedures --> <topicgroup
keyscope="model-y"> <topicref href="model-y-procedures.dita"> <topicref href="model-y/replacing-
a-tire.dita"/> <topicref href="model-y/adding-fluid.dita"/> </topicref> </topicgroup> </map>

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Is the topicgroup element necessary? Couldn't you just add
the @keyscope and the topicmeta children to the existing
topicrefs for model-x-procedures.dita and model-
y-procedures?

If the topicgroup was introduced for clarity, then it might
make sense to add a #5 to show the equivalent markup
without topicgroup.

rthomas updated comment
2/5/2015
15:18:16

It's necessary if (as in the later steps) you want to group
the key definitions and the navigation chunks inside of a
wrapper. You could add the definition inside of the
navigation section, but I don't think that is normal
practice. It would be strange to have the following, I'd
usually expect "model" to be defined outside of "model-
x-procedures"

model-x-procedures.dita

---key definition of model

---replacing-a-tire

---adding-fluid

randerson new comment
4/5/2015
20:24:15
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<map> <!-- Model X: Maintenance procedures --> <topicgroup keyscope="model-x"> <keydef
keys="model"> <topicmeta> <linktext>X</linktext> </topicmeta> </keydef> <topicref href="model-
x-procedures.dita"> <topicref href="model-x/replacing-a-tire.dita"/> <topicref href="model-x/adding-
fluid.dita"/> <topicref href="common/changing-the-oil.dita"/> </topicref> </topicgroup> <!-- Model Y:
Maintenance procedures --> <topicgroup keyscope="model-y"> <keydef keys="model"> <topicmeta>
<linktext>Y</linktext> </topicmeta> </keydef> <topicref href="model-y-procedures.dita"> <topicref
href="model-y/replacing-a-tire.dita"/> <topicref href="model-y/adding-fluid.dita"/> <topicref
href="common/changing-the-oil.dita"/> </topicref> </topicgroup> </map>

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Please consider adding unique copy-to filenames for each
of the changing-the-oil.dita topicrefs.

rthomas updated comment
2/5/2015
15:22:04

We really don't want to codify the use of @copy-to for
this functionality. Different processors will handle this
differently. That said, we do need to investigate the
current spec and see what we say about this.

From Robert: "Current spec covers this in the
"Processing key references" topic, including: "In such
cases, authors can use the @copy-to attribute to specify
different source URIs for each reference to a topic."

While they can, it is certainly not required - this
example I think is trying to illustrate that processors
have to cope with it, rather than illustrating how
authors can control file names. I think adding that into
this example muddies the example."

keberlein updated comment
4/5/2015
20:28:06

When the DITA map is processed, the changing-the-oil.dita topic is rendered twice. The model variable is
rendered differently in each instance, using the text as specified in the scoped key definition.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

If you removed the keyscope attributes from these two
topic groups, would the result be different? I suspect that
everything would resolve to the contents of the first
encountered definition of the key "model" (i.e., model =
"X"), but I'm not positive. It might be worth stating the
result explicitly, so people can see what the impact of
using keyscope is.

rhamilton updated comment
4/5/2015
20:38:55
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Yes, without key scopes, everything would resolve to
the first encountered key definition. Not sure whether
we need to state that result explicity; will confer with
Robert.

keberlein updated comment
5/5/2015
10:27:04

Per conversation with Robert, we'll add the following
sentence: "Without key scopes, theÂ  first definition
would win, and "model "X" would be used in all
topics.

keberlein updated comment
5/5/2015
16:42:30

Paragraph-level comments

A DITA map might contain duplicate key definitions. How processors find the effective key definition
depends on document order and the effect of filtering applied to the key definitions.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

A DITA map might contain duplicate key definitions. In
this scenario, a DITA map contains duplicate key
definitions.Â How processors find the effective key
definition depends on document order and the effect of
filtering applied to the key definitions.

rthomas updated change
2/5/2015
15:32:08

Done keberlein updated comment
2/5/2015
16:57:02

In this case, the effective key definition is determined not only by the order in which the definitions occur,
but also by whether the active value of the @platform attribute is "osx" or "windows7". Both key definitions
are potentially effective because they have distinct values for the conditional attribute. Note that if no active
value is specified for the @platform attribute at processing time, then both of the key definitions are present
and so the first one in document order is the effective definition.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

In this case, the effective key definition is determined not
only by the order in which the definitions occur, but also by
whether the active value of the @platform attribute condition
is "osx" or "windows7". Both key definitions are potentially
effective because they have distinct values for the conditional

ekimber updated change
5/5/2015
03:14:16
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attribute. Note that if no active value is specified for the
@platform attribute at processing time, then both of the key
definitions are present and so the first one in document order
is the effective definition. Â  WEK: It is the condition, not the
attribute, that is active. The condition could be specified by
@props.

Paragraph-level comments

A root map might reference submaps, each of which might contain duplicate key definitions. Which key
definition is effective depends on the document order of the direct URI references to the maps.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

A root map might reference submaps, each of which might
contain duplicate key definitions. In this scenario, a root
map references submaps, each of which define the same
key. Which key definition is effective depends on The key
definition that is in effect depends upon the document
order of the direct URI references to the maps.

rthomas updated change
2/5/2015
15:35:02

Changed to read "In this scenario, the root map contains
references to two submaps, each of which define the
same key. The effective key definition depends upon the
document order of the direct URI references to the
maps."

keberlein updated comment
2/5/2015
17:02:46

Each of which defines the same key ekimber new comment
5/5/2015
03:12:56

Done keberlein new comment
5/5/2015
19:22:35

Paragraph-level comments

You can address scoped keys definitions from outside the key scope in which the keys are defined .

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date Topic
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version

You can address scoped keys definitions from
outside the key scope in which the keys are defined .

ekimber updated change
5/5/2015
03:15:33

Done keberlein updated comment
5/5/2015
10:33:24

For this example, the effective key definitions are listed in the following tables.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

For this example, the effective key definitions are listed in
the following tables.

In the tables use the scope names ("scope1", "scope-2") in
the tables. There are three scopes (the anonymous root
scope and two named scopes), so scope #1 is ambiguous.

ekimber updated change
5/5/2015
03:16:29

Paragraph-level comments

A root map might contain nested key scopes, each of which might contain duplicate key definitions. Which
key definition is effective depends on key-scope precedence rules.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

A root map might contain nested key scopes, each of
which might contain duplicate key definitions. Which key
definition is effective depends on key-scope precedence
rules. In this scenario, a root map contains nested key
scopes, each of which contain duplicate key definitions.
The key definition that is in effect depends upon
key-scope precedence rules.

rthomas updated change
2/5/2015
16:19:43

Changed to read: "In this scenario, the root map
contains nested key scopes, each of which contain
duplicate key definitions. The effective key definition
depends on key-scope precedence rules."

keberlein updated comment
2/5/2015
17:05:54
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<map> <title>Root map</title> <!-- Root scope --> <keydef keys="a"/> <!-- Key scope A --> <topicgroup
keyscope="A"> <keydef keys="b"/> <!-- Key scope A-1 --> <topicgroup keyscope="A-1"> <keydef
keys="c"/> </topicgroup> <!-- Key scope A-2 --> <topicgroup keyscope="A-2"> <keydef keys="d"/>
</topicgroup> </topicgroup> <!-- Key scope B --> <topicgroup keyscope="B"> <keydef keys="a"/> <keydef
keys="e"/> <!-- Key scope B-1 --> <topicgroup keyscope="B-1"> <keydef keys="f"/> </topicgroup> <!--
Key scope B-1 --> <topicgroup keyscope="B-2"> <keydef keys="g"/> </topicgroup> </topicgroup> </map>

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Comment strings from Key scope B-1 need to be
indented to match the indention present in the structure.
Also, the second Key scope B-1 comment string should
actually say Key scope B-2.

rthomas updated comment
2/5/2015
16:22:56

Done keberlein updated comment
2/5/2015
17:09:29

The key definition occurs in the immediate key scope, but it is overriden by a key definition in a parent
scope. For example, key "a" in key scope B.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

The key definition occurs in the immediate key scope,
but it is overriden by a key definition in a parent an
ancestor scope. For example, key "a" in key scope B.

rthomas updated change
2/5/2015
16:31:31

Done keberlein updated comment
5/5/2015
10:39:01

Assume that each key scope contains numerous key references. For this example, effective key definitions for
certain key scopes are listed in the following tables. The first column shows the value used in key references;
the second column shows the resource that the key resolves to in that scope.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Assume that each key scope contains numerous key
references. For this example, effective key definitions for
certain key scopes are listed in the following tables. The
first column shows the value used in key references; the
second column shows the resource that the key resolves to
in that scope. effective key definition.

rthomas updated change
2/5/2015
16:35:31
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Suggested language is not correct using our current
terminology - "key definition" is the topicref itself, while
we are trying to show the resource, not the topicref. But
this highlights that we need to rephrase "key definition"
in the second sentence - maybe just remove that
sentence?

randerson updated comment
4/5/2015
20:37:29

Done keberlein updated comment
5/5/2015
10:40:42

I would reword the introduction as follows:

Table 1 and Table 2 show how key references would
resolve in two key scopes: A-2 and B. The first column
shows the value used in key references, and the second
column describes how that key will resolve in that key
scope.

------

BTW, you might consider adding specific resources to
the example so you can show exactly how each
reference resolves, then use three columns in the table:
Key reference, Resolution, Notes. So, if a is defined in
the root map as topic-a.dita, the first row in Table 1
would look like:

Key reference | Resolution Â Â  | Notes

aÂ Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â  |Â  topic-
a.ditaÂ  |Â  As defined in the root map

rhamilton updated comment
4/5/2015
21:30:39

Yeds to rewording the introduction; no to adding
another colum to the table.

keberlein updated comment
5/5/2015
16:54:36

Resource to which the key resolves

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Resource to which the key resolves Effective key
definition

rthomas updated change
2/5/2015
16:37:50
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As above - "key definition" is the topicref, we
are showing the resource.

randerson updated comment
4/5/2015
20:38:11

Resource to which the key resolves

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Resource to which the key resolves Effective key
definition

rthomas updated change
2/5/2015
16:37:57

Paragraph-level comments

When this team renders their content, there is no hyperlink in the output, just the "The product does not offer
extended warranties" statement.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

When this team renders their content, there is no
hyperlink in the output, just the " The This product does
not offer extended warranties" statement.

rthomas updated change
2/5/2015
17:07:03

Done keberlein updated comment
2/5/2015
17:12:37

I think you want, '... just the text "This
product..."'Â  (the word "text" was missing).

rhamilton updated comment
4/5/2015
21:35:23

Done keberlein updated comment
5/5/2015
10:45:37

Paragraph-level comments

The @keyref attribute enables authors to specify that references to keywords or terms in a DITA topic should
be rendered as a link to an associated resource.
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Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

The @keyref attribute enables authors to specify that
references to keywords or terms in a DITA topic should be
rendered as a link to an associated resource.

Authors can insert keyword elements and term elements as
links by specifying the @keyref attribute on those
elements. During processing, the processor inserts a link,
with link text, to the resource pointed to by the key
definition.

rthomas updated change
2/5/2015
17:20:58

Leaving the current wording - processors do not "insert"
a link and the link text is optional (not the point of this
example). The point here is that keyref enables you to
turn any term / keyword into a link, which is what the
current shortdesc says.

randerson updated comment
4/5/2015
20:40:10

When I read the original, it reads as though there is an
option that authors can use to cause keywords or terms
to be rendered as links. Which means there logically
should be an option to do the reverse. However, there
isn't an option (at least not one that I can see). It looks
like when you use keyref on a term, you get the title
text and a link automatically.

I'm also not sure why the text isn't the point of the
example. It seems to me that the most interesting part
of this example is the special handling that takes place
when you use keyref on <term> or <keyword>.

rhamilton updated comment
4/5/2015
21:44:03

I think I agree with Bob: the option of link/not link
is actually a function of the keydef author, not the
author of the keyword or term element. The author
of the keyword or term element has an expectation
that there is something at the end of the key but it is
not their place to determine what that is (unless they
are also the map authors of all the maps that might
use the topic). So the point is that the keyword or
term element can get its effective content from the
key definition or from any topic addressed by the
key definition, if any.

ekimber updated comment
5/5/2015
03:21:47
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Changed "should" to "can" in the shortdesc. keberlein updated comment
5/5/2015
17:03:43

The @keyref attribute enables authors to specify that references to keywords or terms in a DITA topic should
be rendered as a link to an associated resource.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

The @keyref attribute enables allows authors to specify
that references to keywords or terms in a DITA topic
should be rendered as a link to an associated resource.

ekimber updated change
5/5/2015
03:22:11

When rendered, the content is pulled from the <title> element of the glossary topic. It also is a link to the
glossary topic.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

When rendered, the <term>'sÂ  effectiveÂ content is
pulled from provided by the <title> element of the
glossary topic. It The <term> element also is rendered
asÂ a link to the glossary topic.

ekimber updated change
5/5/2015
03:23:28

Good stuff; thank you. I was not happy with the phrase
"pulled from".

Recast as "When the term element is rendered, the
content is provided by the title element of the glossary
topic. The term element also is rendered as a link to
the glossary topic."

Style point: We do not use possessives with inanimate
objects.

keberlein updated comment
5/5/2015
10:49:30

Paragraph-level comments

The @conkeyref attribute enables authors to share DITA topics that reuse content; it enables each author to
specify a different key definition for common keys.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date Topic
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version

The @conkeyref attribute enables authors to share DITA
topics that reuse content; it enables each author to specify
a different key definition for common keys.

In separate maps, an author can define same-named keys
that bind to different files. Then, with the @conkeyref
attribute, the author can use those keys to specify content
references that get their content from the files bound to
the keys.

rthomas updated change
2/5/2015
17:52:02

Robert and I don't plan to incorporate your suggested
text, but it highlighted the fact that we need to cleanup
the shortdesc -- and we will do so.

keberlein new comment
4/5/2015
20:43:44

The @conkeyref attribute enables authors to share DITA topics that reuse content; it enables each author to
specify a different key definition for common keys.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

The @conkeyref attribute enables allows authors to
share DITA topics that reuse content; it enables allows
each mapÂ author to specify a different key definition
for common keys.

ekimber updated change
5/5/2015
03:24:52

Changed "author" to "map author" keberlein updated comment
5/5/2015
11:04:39

<task> <title><keyword conkeyref="reuse/product-name"/> prerequisites</title> <!-- ... --> <note
conkeyref="warning-1"/> <!-- ... --> </task>

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Show <task> Â  <title> < keyword conkeyref =
"reuse/product-name" /> prerequisites < /title> Â  <!-- ...
--> Â  <note conkeyref=" reuse/warning-1"/ > Â  <!-- ...
--> </ task >

ekimber updated change
5/5/2015
03:25:48

Fixed randerson new comment
5/5/2015
17:07:11
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<task> <title><keyword conkeyref="reuse/product-name"/> prerequisites</title> <!-- ... --> <note
conkeyref="warning-1"/> <!-- ... --> </task>

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Need to add @id toto make it valid (and maybe just a
simple taskbody and context wrapper around the note?).
Also shouldn't the conref for note be reuse/warning-1?

randerson updated comment
4/5/2015
20:48:39

Authors create two different topics; one topic contain elements that contain the text that is appropriate for
Acme, and the other topic contains elements that contain the text that is appropriate for the partner. Note that
each reuse topic must use the same element types (or compatible specializations) and values for the @id
attribute, for example:

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Authors create two different topics; one topic contain
elements that contain the text a note elementÂ that is
appropriate for Acme, and the other topic contains
elements that contain the text a note element that is
appropriate for the partner. Note that each reuse topic must
use the same element types (or compatible specializations)
and values for the @id attribute, for example:

rthomas updated change
2/5/2015
17:58:36

Need to cleanup the text for this list item. randerson updated comment
4/5/2015
20:46:22

<topic id="reuse-oem"> <title>Reuse topic for OEM partner</title> <body> <!-- ... --> <note
id="warning-1"/> <p><keyword id="product-name"/></p> <!-- ... --> </body> </topic>

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

For completeness, please show a codeblock for
acme-reuse.dita. Also, I would prefer topic id
"reuse-oem" be changed to "oem-reuse" so that it
matches the basename part of filename oem-reuse.dita.

rthomas updated comment
2/5/2015
18:03:12

Agree about topic ID and codeblock. randerson updated comment
4/5/2015
20:47:12

<topic id="reuse-oem"> <title>Reuse topic for OEM partner</title> <body> <!-- ... --> <note
id="warning-1"/> <p><keyword id="product-name"/></p> <!-- ... --> </body> </topic>
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Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Show < topic id = "reuse-oem" > Â  <title> Reuse topic
for OEM partner < /title> Â  <body> Â  Â  <!-- ... --> Â 
Â  <note id="warning-1" / > Â  Â  <p> < keyword id =
"product-name" /></ p > Â  Â  <!-- ... --> Â  < /body> </
topic >

>Product One</keyword>

WEK: Example is confusing if there's no text in the
keyword element.

ekimber updated change
5/5/2015
03:26:57

Added content to the note and product randerson new comment
5/5/2015
17:08:45

The two versions of the DITA maps each contain different key definitions for "reuse". (This associates a key
with the topic that contains the appropriate reusable elements.) For example:

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

The two versions of the DITA maps each contain different
key definitions for the key nameÂ "reuse". (This associates
a key with the topic that contains the appropriate reusable
elements.) For example:

ekimber updated change
5/5/2015
03:27:20

When the DITA maps are published, the elements that are referenced by @conkeyref will use the reuse topic
that is referenced by the <keydef> element in the map. The product names and warnings will be different in
the output.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

When Â  each of Â the DITA maps are is published, the
elements that are referenced referred to by @conkeyref
will use the reuse topic that is referenced referred to by
the <keydef> element in the map. The product names and
warnings will be different in the output.

ekimber updated change
5/5/2015
03:28:11

Eliot, we do not use this terminology in the spec. keberlein new comment
5/5/2015
17:11:17
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Leaving out "referred to" as Kris said - we do not use
that anywhere else - but making the "each of" change.

randerson new comment
5/5/2015
17:12:45

Paragraph-level comments

An information architect creates a DITA map that contains the following markup:

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

An information architect creates a n omnibus DITA
map that contains the following markup:

rhamilton updated change
5/5/2015
00:14:01

Robert and I do not want to introduce any new
terminology.

keberlein new comment
5/5/2015
17:14:19

Each of the submaps contain <topicref> elements that refer to resources using the @keyref attribute. Each
submap uses common keys for standard parts of the course materials, including "prerequisites," "overview",
"assessment", and "summary", and their key definitions resolve the key names to course-specific resources.
For example:

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Each of the submaps contain <topicref> elements that
refer to resources using the @keyref attribute. Each
submap uses common keys for standard parts of the course
materials, including "prerequisites," "overview",
"assessment", and "summary", and their key definitions
resolve bind the key names to course-specific resources.
For example:

ekimber updated change
5/5/2015
03:29:43

Done keberlein updated comment
5/5/2015
10:58:31

The information architect does not set keys="summary" on the <topicref> element in the omnibus map.
Doing so would mean that all key references to "summary" in the submaps would resolve to omnibus-
summary.dita, rather than the course-specific summary topics. This is because key definitions located in
parent scopes override those located in child scopes.
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Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

I would reword as:

Key definitions in the parent scope override definitions in
child scopes. Therefore, if you set keys="summary" on
theelement in the omnibus map, all key references to
"summary" in the submaps would resolve to omnibus-
summary.dita , rather than the course-specific summary
topics.

------

FYI, I added the term ominibus earlier in this topic so it
would be clear which map this paragraph refers to.

rhamilton updated comment
5/5/2015
00:13:33

Clarifying where we are referring to the root rather than
a submap. This removes any need to refer to omnibus
map.

keberlein updated comment
5/5/2015
17:20:04

Paragraph-level comments

This distinction is particularly important when key names or key scope names contains periods. While
avoiding periods within these names will avoid this sort of issue, such names are legal so processors will
need to handle them properly.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

This distinction is particularly important when key names
or key scope names contain s periods. While avoiding
periods within these names will avoid this sort of issue,
such names are legal so processors will need to handle
them properly.

cnitchie updated change
1/5/2015
15:15:41

Done keberlein updated comment
1/5/2015
22:21:07

ROOT MAP: <map> <!-- The following mapref defines the key scope "scopeName" --> <mapref
href="submap.ditamap" keyscope="scopeName"/> <!-- The following keydef defines the key
"scopeName.sample" --> <keydef keys="scopeName.sample" href="losing-key.dita"/> <!-- Other content,
key definitions, etc. --> </map> submap.ditamap: <map> <keydef keys="sample" href="winning-key.dita"/>
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</map>

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Suggest splitting into two code blocks, maybe
wrapped in titled <fig> tags. The submap gets
swallowed.

cnitchie updated comment
1/5/2015
15:18:57

Done keberlein updated comment
2/5/2015
13:03:55

The sample map shows four key definitions, all with key names of ""scopeA.scopeB.MYKEY". Three of the
key names are scope qualified; one is not.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

The sample map shows four key definitions, all with key
root-scopeÂ names of "scopeA.scopeB.MYKEY". Three
of the key names are scope qualified; one is not.

cnitchie updated change
1/5/2015
15:21:07

Change to "The sample map shows four key
definitions. From the context of the root scope, all
have key names of ..."

keberlein new comment
5/5/2015
17:24:21

Since scope-qualified key definitions are considered to occur at the location of the scope-defining element,
the effective key definition is the one from submapB.ditamap (the definition that references example-
ONE.dita.

Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Since scope-qualified key definitions are considered to
occur at the location of the scope-defining element, the
effective key definition is the one from submapB.ditamap
(the definition that references example-ONE.dita ) .

cnitchie updated change
1/5/2015
15:21:34

Done keberlein updated comment
1/5/2015
22:23:06

Since scope-qualified key definitions are considered to occur at the location of the scope-defining element,
the effective key definition is the one from submapB.ditamap (the definition that references example-
ONE.dita.
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Annotation Reviewer Status Type Date
Topic

version

Since Because scope-qualified key definitions are
considered to occur at the location of the scope-defining
element, the effective key definition is the one from
submapB.ditamap (the definition that references refers to
example-ONE.dita .

ekimber updated change
5/5/2015
03:31:16

Changed "Since" to "Because". Need to talk with
Robert about our usage of "refers" versus "references".

keberlein updated comment
5/5/2015
11:02:45

We have countless uses of "referenced" in the base
architectural specification (well, a whole lot anyway). I
can find only one instances of "referred to", in a
comment about RNG files with foreign content. I think
we should stick with the "reference" term.

randerson updated comment
5/5/2015
17:20:56
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